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Historical Analysis 

Words: 2, 568 

By March 1918 Russia had been defeated and Germany was moving troops to the Western 

Front for a series of offensives which intended to defeat the Entente powers before American 

troops could arrive in greater numbers. Operation Michael, the opening salvo of these 

offensives, was directed against the British Fifth Army under General Gough and the 

southern part of the British Third Army under Byng and was fought between 21
st
 March and 

early April – although the ‘crisis point’ had ended by March 28
th

/29
th

.
1
  

Fifth and Third Armies had 18 divisions to meet the German Second, Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Armies with a combined strength of 39 Assault Divisions, 22 second wave 

Divisions and ten third wave divisions.
 2

 The British thus had overwhelming forces focussed 

against them. Fifth Army further suffered from the poor state of their defences with 

insufficient front line dugouts and fortifications. Neither Third nor Fifth Army had 

adequately prepared rear defences.
3
 Fifth Army were stretched more thinly than other British 

Armies with the trenches they occupied also having been recently vacated by the French 

Army so were poorly maintained.
4
  

The Battlefield 

The battlefield encompasses the Somme and Cambrai battlefields of 1916 and 1917. The total 

area on which Operation Michael was fought is approximately 40 miles wide and 45 deep. 

Topography is flat rising to a ridge in the north around the Flesquieres Salient (a) which 

continues to the West while the Somme (b) winds down a marshy valley. The Somme forms 

the northern border of a large plain which is bordered by the River Oise in the south with 

more high ground which rises gently on the southern bank. 
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The main features of the battlefield in the south are the canals and river valleys which criss 

cross the battlefield. These were important defensive positions for British troops during the 

battle.
5
 The Canal Du Nord (c) which lies directly to the west of the Crozat Canal was still in 

construction so was no more than a deep cutting.
6
  

Most of the area behind the British front had been devastated during the Battle of the Somme 

in 1916 and German retreat in winter 1917. Edmunds narrates the countryside had been 

ravaged with villages reduced to ruins and the towns of Peronne and Bapaume “mere 

shells.”
7
 On the site of the 1916 Somme battle (d), especially, this led to difficulties for 

advancing German forces.
8
  

Objectives 

Middlebrook states that German Objectives for the battle were to break through on the Fifth 

Army Front and “roll up” the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) from the south.
9
 To Kitchen, 

the main German Objective of Michael was to achieve breakthrough before setting 

operational objectives although he still considers the German plan was to ‘roll up’ the BEF.  
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The original German operational plan was that Eighteenth Army would move onto the Crozat 

Canal, and Somme to protect Seventeenth  and Second Army’s flanks as they pinched out the 

Flesquieres salient with V Corps still inside it and broke through between Peronne and Amien 

to roll the BEF up against the Channel. Ludendorf also considered that a tactical victory 

might be satisfactory and believed it would lead to riots in London and Paris.
10

 

German Objectives changed several times throughout Michael. On the 24
th

 Ludendorf 

abandoned the plan of rolling up the BEF and decided to advance toward Amien and drive a 

wedge between the British and French.
11

 18
th

 Army on the German left flank were given the 

task of exploiting south-westwards to dislocate which was a big alteration to their initial flank 

defence role.
12

 Ludendorf never understood Amien’s importance as an operational objective 

and only saw it as a ‘direction of advance’ for 2
nd

 Army after the 25
th

.
13

 

The Armies 

Both armies had been engaged in combat for over three years. Although there were small 

differences the British and German Armies were evenly matched in equipment.
14

 Both armies 

consisted largely of infantry supported by heavy concentrations of artillery. The main 

difference lay in their tactics with the German Army employing short and heavy hurricane 

bombardments followed by parties of infiltrating stormtroopers to break open defensive 

positions.
15

 

These stormtroopers were organised into batallion sized units and were made up of specially-

equipped and trained assault troopers.
16

 However, there were still not enough of these elite 

units to allocate even a company-sized unit to every assault division.
17

 

The Battle 
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The Battle opened with a colossal German bombardment which levelled forward British 

entrenchments.
18

 Zabecki describes it as “the greatest artillery bombardment in history.”
19

 

German troops spearheaded by stormtroopers quickly took the first British line although they 

were aided by fog.
20

 By the end of the first day Fifth Army had almost been forced out of 

their fortifications. Worried that Fifth Army would be ground into nothing by the German 

attack Gough ordered the retreat the morning of the 22
nd

.
21

 The British right wing held onto 

the Western bank of the Crozat Canal for much of the 22
nd

 although a German foothold was 

gained at Tergnier by the evening (1a).
22

 In the center a four mile gap opened with XIX 

Corps falling back to cover the Peronne bridgehead (1b) over the Somme while XVIII Corps 

fell back over the Somme keeping in connection with III Corps. IV and VII Corps fought to 

hold the exit from the Flesquieres salient open for V Corps to retreat out of. (1d) 

While Eighteenth Army performed better than anticipated the Second and Seventeenth 

Armies failed to cut off the Flesquieres salient. Ludendorf thus decided to exploit Eighteenth 

Army’s success and shifted reserves south.
23
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On the 23
rd

 the first French reinforcements arrived in aid of III Corps although counterattacks 

against the Tergnier bridgehead were repulsed (2a).
24

 As a result III Corps fell back all along 

the Crozat Canal line. XVIII Corps retreated after Ham was taken in a dawn attack (2b) 

although XIX Corps held strong as the Somme between Ham and Peronne was a strong 

defensive position with the combined river, Canal and a marshy valley creating a natural 

defensive position (2c).
25
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Ground continued to be lost on the 24
th

 with the retreat of XVIII Corps destabilising XIX and 

forcing their retreat (3a). On the divide between Fifth and Third Armies in the North there 

were growing dangers of German troops forcing the gap south of Bapaume (3b).
26
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By the 25
th

 the French had taken over much of the sector held by III Corps although British 

troops did remain in the frontline.
27

 With the fall of the Somme the British continued to fall 

back over the 25
th

 and 26
th

. An “Amiens defence line” built by the French in 1915 around the 

village of Villers Brettoneux was hurriedly manned on the 26
th

.
28
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Over the course of the 27
th

 and 28
th

 the German thrust along the Somme river valley stalled. 

With Second Army halted by the defensive network at Villers Brettoneux south of the 

Somme and, north of the Somme, struggling to cross the Ancre against British resistance the 

offensive ground to a halt.
 29

 Ludendorff called a halt to Michael and ordered 17
th

 Army to 

support the flank of the follow-up, Operation Mars, to the North at Arras.
30

 

 

Crucially the Germans had failed to achieve a significant breakthrough. Although they broke 

into the British defensive positions and came dangerously close to taking Amiens the British 

line was able to hold itself together and prevent decisive German strategic success.
31

 

The Air Battle 

Despite an inferiority in planes over the Western Front in 1918 with only 3,668 German Air 

Service (GAS) planes to 4,500 Allied planes the GAS secretly moved enough planes to the 

Michael sector to create a superiority of 820 GAS to 645 Royal Flying Corps (RFC) 

aircraft.
32

  

German Aircraft were able to maintain Air Superiority until the 23
rd

 March however by the 

24
th

, the GAS lost air superiority and were increasingly unable to prevent British Ground 
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Attack.
 33

 German logistics were also strained with their advance onto former RFC airfields 

unlike the RFC who had an efficient and well-ran supply system alongside reinforcements 

which helped to significantly erode GAS combat power.
34

  Heavy casualties, fuel shortages 

and breakdowns in communication all contributed to the poor performance of the GAS.
35

 By 

the 26
th

 March there was ‘very slight’ air activity across the entire front with the GAS 

focussing on preserving its strength from British air supremacy.
36

  

Ground attack on both sides was severely limited by the weather conditions in the early part 

of the battle. Foggy conditions made it difficult for German ground attack aircraft to support 

the initial assault although they did join the battle by noon.
37

 Similarly British ground attack 

was constrained early in the battle by foggy ground conditions which made low flying 

dangerous and by German aerial superiority.
38

 

The RFC saw ground attack as a central part of their doctrine with a January 1918 memo 

stating: 

“Royal Flying Corps will endeavour to prevent the enemy from pressing home the full weight 

of his attack. The means to be employed stated in their relative order of importance are: - 

a) Attacking the enemy’s reinforcements a mile or two behind the assault line with low-

flying aeroplanes  

b) Attacking the enemy’s detraining and debussing points, transport on roads, artillery 

positions and reserves. 

c) Sending low-flying machines, on account of their moral effect, to co-operate with the 

infantry in attacking the enemy’s most advanced troops.”
39

 

Ground attack proved to be a vital part of the RFC contribution to the battle. With the return 

of more mobile warfare the established methods of artillery cooperation proved wholly 

inadequate so the RFC fell back upon low-level strafing attacks.
40

 Salmond, the RFC’s field 

commander, described this as bringing “to bear such a concentration of low-bombing aircraft 

on the front of the advancing infantry and back areas of the attack that the impetus must 

inevitably slacken and… relieve the pressure on our own troops.”
41

 

Unlike the GAS who utilized more efficient specialised ‘battle flights’ of armoured low-

flying aircraft the RFC was much more flexible in ground attack doctrine allocating any and 

all aircraft to ground attack. German ground attack was limited in scale but much more 

efficient than RFC ground attack which was more widespread but also susceptible to higher 

casualties.
42
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RFC low-flying operations “froze up” German advances on several occasions. On the 25
th

 

and 26
th

 low-flying aircraft halted German advances south of Bapaume after Salmond issued 

orders that all available planes attack massing German troops.
43

 Similarly, German attacks 

were halted in the south partly through focussed low-flying attacks.
44

 It is not just British 

sources that are complimentary about RFC ground attack. Several German commanders, 

including Ludendorf, praise RFC low-flying attacks. Von Kuhl even went so far as to say that 

RFC action “caused about one half of all casualties suffered.”
45

 This is obviously an 

exaggeration but does indicate the ground attacks impact upon the German army. 

Attacks against frontline troops weren’t the only thing that hindered the German advance. 

RFC attacks on supply lines and reserve troops were effective in slowing down and 

disrupting German logistics such as  the 25
th

 March attacks upon artillery and ammunition 

being moved up through Bapaume. This was an ideal target for RFC airmen who strafed 

these concentrations of transport: “pilot after pilot reported that his bombs burst in the middle 

of troop transport… the airmen blew craters in the road surface with their bombs and then 

concentrated… attacks on the traffic.”
46

 Clare argues the RFC was deliberately targeting 

German mobility. The German army was short of horses and targeting the horses, rather than 

the guns they were pulling, more efficiently affected the rate of German advance.
47

 

These efforts in interdiction did not come without a price and total losses for the RFC totalled 

489 aircraft between 21
st
 and 31

st
 March.

48
 Jones also draws attention to the high casualty rate 

amongst squadrons engaged in low-flying citing a figure an average of 30 per cent of a 

squadron’s strength lost each day it engaged in ground attack.
49

 

The contribution of the RFC to the general battle was more one of consistent harassment of 

advancing German forces. Clearly it made a great impression upon the Germans themselves 

but was not a decisive element on its own in halting the offensive.
50
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Design Notes 

Words: 2,593 

These design notes will begin by discussing existing simulations on Michael, some of their 

problems, and their influence on Fog on the Somme. It will then study the rules by section 

and discuss the choices made, why these choices were made, and where other games were 

influences upon these decisions.  

Section One – Existing Simulations. 

Fog on the Somme’s development was hindered by lack of appropriate published simulations. 

The Standard Combat Series (SCS) game Operation Michael provided a very rough template 

for the scope of Fog on the Somme encompassing all of Fifth Army and the Southern part of 

Third Army although the mechanics themselves were discarded in favour of an original 

system. Operation Michael also makes several geographic errors on the map such as canals 

where they should be no canals and has minimal simulation of airpower.
51

 Another SCS 

simulation; Rock on the Marne does include airpower rules but these do not adequately model 

the use of airpower on the Western Front.
52

 Somme: 1918 does include airpower and its 

offboard air boxes were influential upon the air combat system decided upon.
53

 

When it came to air power Fog on the Somme aimed to represent the air battle at an 

operational level which made Bloody April, which simulates airpower on such a micro scale 

that individual aircraft and pilots are tracked, unsuitable.
 54

 The closest game to my needs was 

Tac Air but even here there were problems due to the multiple air phases per turn which 

modelled individual sorties. The concept of Tac Air thus needed to be abstracted into a much 

simpler system.
55

 By far the biggest influence upon ground combat was Hell’s Gate from 

which the idea for bigger hexes and the fight-move system was borrowed.
56

  

Section Two – The Game Map & Counters 

6 mile hexes were chosen as this was around the average length of front that each British 

Corps was holding on the morning of 21
st
 March. This created enough space for each Corps 

to hold a single hex each. Large hexes are more appropriate for a fight-move system and 

obviate the need for Zone of Control rules.  

An irregular ‘path’ system as in Mrs Thatcher’s War was considered but since a key element 

of Operation Michael was flanking movements it was decided that a hex grid presented the 

problem of exposed flanks more effectively than a ‘path.’
57

  

Numbers displaying the Combat Threshold were placed on each hex boundary. This was 

intended to allow a fast-moving, ‘fire from the hip’ ground combat system. I decided each 

combat threshold partly through trial and error but generally started off on a 3 for open 

ground which increased to a 4 if there was hilly terrain or a large town that could help the 
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defenders to defend the hex side. Canals and rivers generally started on 5 and were altered in 

accordance with the difficulty which attacking troops had in crossing them historically. 

Tergnier’s Canal hex side, for example, remained a 5 as there were a number of local bridges 

which the Germans used to cross the canal and establish a foothold but several sections of the 

River Somme line between Ham and Peronne are 6’s as the marshy terrain made it difficult to 

cross. 

Large hexes did create problems with scale and some rivers and canals were moved so they 

are not in the precise position they were historically. This does not have any significant 

effects as Counters still have the potential to reach and cross canals the days which they did 

historically. 

Due to the large hexes the position of the German IV Reserve Corps has been moved further 

south so as to allow the more accurate simulation of the heavy attacks that fell upon III Corps 

on the first day of the battle and which led to their retreat to Tergnier by the end of the day. 

The Flesquieres salient is also much more pronounced than it was historically but this has 

been useful in demonstrating the difficulties this salient caused for the British to playtesters. 

The Game Counters work slightly differently for both sides. The British have off-map 

trackers for each of their units while each German counters only have two ‘steps’ at 

maximum but, unlike the British player, are able to replenish as much as they wish as long as 

they’re ‘in supply.’ British Counters more accurately represent the strength of British forces 

while German Counters represent the attacking strength of German units. 

Section Three – The Turn Order 

Fog on the Somme’s turn sequence was designed to reflect the manner in which airpower was 

utilized and the attritional nature of First World War combat. 

The simultaneous Airpower Phase at the beginning of the turn represents the orders given to 

both sides air power at the beginning of each day. This was partly influenced by the position 

of the air phase in Allenby’s Blitzkrieg and represents the inflexible nature of communications 

during the First World War.
 58

  Fighting air battles at the beginning of the turn, before ground 

attack interception is rolled for over the course of the turn means both players need to think 

about defending their own aerial supremacy for the turn.  

An element of forethought was also encouraged in the play sequence for ground combat. The 

fight-move system forces players to think carefully about where they are focussing reserves 

during the preceding movement phase. Although the potential drawback of a fight-move 

system is that the defending player might just move backwards each turn to avoid combat this 

is negated both by the larger hexes and by the Victory Conditions which encourage the 

British player to fight for ground. A fight-move system helps represent the choice for the 

British player between a potentially casualty intensive fighting retreat or full scale rout. 

British units that retreat during the German Combat Phase to preserve numbers leave their 

hex open to exploitation by the German player during their move phase. Alternatively, 

holding the ground and taking additional casualties but then retreating in their movement 

phase drains British strength but slows the German advance.  

Section Four – Victory Conditions 
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The Victory Conditions for Fog on the Somme coordinate nicely with the supply and 

replenishment rules. The final count of replenishment points that the German player uses in 

the course of the battle is subtracted from the overall Victory Points the German player earns 

through the capture of important objectives. This encourages the German player to balance 

the amount of reserves they are committing with the amount of territory they have captured 

or believe they can capture. This incentivises the German player to attack where the British 

player is weakest so as to minimise the amount of casualties taken for objectives gained. 

The victory conditions reflect history by encouraging the German player to gamble heavily 

early. It also makes valid the original German intention for the battle; of inflicting decisive 

casualties on British forces early before exploiting to the north against the flank of Third 

Army and the remainder of the British Expeditionary Force. If the German player is lucky 

enough they can make swift early gains for minimal casualties. Failure to manage this will 

mean the German player has to grasp for easy Victory Points in the South or by taking risks 

in the North. 

Victory Points for destroyed British units are mainly to incentivise the British player not to 

use their Ground Counters in ahistorical sacrificial ploys and to encourage them to retreat 

when in danger of being outflanked or when too weak to hold ground. 

Section Five - Air 

This was the most difficult part of the design process. After a number of different solutions 

were attempted based upon abstractions of published rules set’s mechanics it was decided 

that air combat would be best represented through off-map boxes from which ground attack 

counters could be contributed directly onto the map. This was very loosely influenced by the 

Somme: 1918 rules.
59

 

I made it deliberately difficult to attain decisive success in air combat. At the beginning of the 

game the British will suffer heavily but with the arrival of reinforcements the German player 

will need to go on the defensive and the British will be able to carry out heavy ground attack 

to limit and constrain the German advance. 

The air superiority rules force the British player to choose between keeping a comfortable 

margin in Air Superiority and focussing upon ground attack efforts later on in the game. 

German Defensive Stance rules represent that the German Air Service tried to avoid heavy 

combat after the first few days of fighting. As the simulation continues the German player 

will have to go on a defensive posture in order to prevent British forces from taking complete 

aerial superiority. 

The difference between British and German ground attack was represented with fairly simple 

limits on the number of Air Counters the German player can allocate to ground attack 

although the British player has to mass more Air Counters to achieve the same effect in some 

situations. 

As planes engaged in Ground Attack were more likely to suffer casualties I introduced a 

greater number of variables making it more likely that ground attack craft will take casualties. 

Although the regular British reinforcements will absorb a lot of these losses, they still need to 

pick and choose their targets carefully. 
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Air Counters do not pertain to any specific amount of aircraft and abstractly represent the 

rough level of airpower assets available to each side. Thus the Germans start off with a large 

supremacy which is eroded over the course of the simulation through combat against enemy 

aircraft and the arrival of British reinforcements. 

Section Six – Combat 

The combat system represents small gains that were made by individual regiments or 

divisions in the course of the fighting which made it easier to lever enemy forces out of their 

defences. I introduced an element of choice into combat by making it easier for the attacking 

player to inflict casualties on the defender the more Footholds they had on a hex. This forces 

the British player to choose between retreating and saving some of their forces or 

counterattacking and spending forces to hold out for more time. The British player can also 

save themselves casualties by retreating out of a hex voluntarily but this means they’re giving 

up ground cheaply to preserve their strength. This system makes Ground Combat very quick 

to roll for both sides while also reflecting the basics of the fighting. 

Two-step counters reflect initial German strength with heavy artillery support and German 

Stormtrooper tactics proving effective in taking British defensive positions. During the first 

turn German heavy artillery concentrations and Stormtrooper tactics are represented through 

first turn re-rolls on failed attack rolls. As the battle continues the German player will not be 

able to keep as many Counters on two-steps or will have to commit significant resources to 

keeping them up to this strength which represents the gradual exhaustion of German combat 

power. 

The main drawback to this combat system is that it is not able to represent German Storm 

Trooper tactics as directly as other Michael simulations have done. 

Section Seven - Movement 

Since the hex sizes purposefully match up to the approximate movement and advance rates 

over one day it was relatively simple to allocate a movement value of one to all units. 

This simulates the problems the Germans had with turning their break in into a decisive break 

through. British efforts to cover these gaps with scratch forces and cavalry are represented 

through the rules for ‘lightly guarded hexes’ which place obstacles on German forces getting 

an easy breakthrough when moving through gaps in the British defensive line. 

This has proven a simple method of showing the difficulties that German troops had in 

forcing a decisive breakthrough and also helps represent the more extended frontlines British 

units had to adopt at times during the battle.  

Section Eight – Supply & Replenishment 

The supply rules are designed to link with the Air rules and the Victory Points. This creates a 

nicely interlinked system where actions in one element will affect another. 

British supply rules reflect that the British were falling back into their own territory so found 

it easier to keep their troops supplied. The British only really run into trouble when they are 

getting outflanked and surrounded; which introduces another incentive for the British player 

to avoid getting outflanked. 
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The German supply rules reflect that the German Army is rapidly outrunning its effective 

supply range during the offensive.  The German player is hindered in their supply by the 

supply ‘routes’ inspired by the rules for Panzergruppe Guderian and Battle of the Bulge: 

1944.
60

 The difficulties encountered in moving artillery and supplies up for attacking troops 

over difficult ground is represented by the dotted supply lines over the old Battle of the 

Somme site. The more ground the German army takes the more hexes become available for 

Air Counters to carry out interdiction to prevent German replenishment from reaching the 

frontline. The limiting effects of British troops upon the German supplies mean that the 

German player must increasingly guard the edges of any salient in their line with weaker 

formations to prevent spearhead units from running out of supplies. 

Replenishment and Strength Points do not just represent extra troops. They also represent 

artillery, morale and the organisation of both troops. The effects of British airpower in 

hindering the provision of replenishment points is intended to represent the harassing effect 

British Airpower had over the course of the battle. 

The British replenishment rules are limited so that reinforcements may only be allocated in 

the sectors they were historically able to reach. A good example of this is the reinforcements 

allocated to British III Corps as the game continues. These reinforcement points represent the 

reinforcement of this sector by French troops moving up from the South. It would be 

unrealistic to have these reinforcements come in at the extreme North of the British line 

therefore these strength points are limited to reinforcing the south of the British line. A 

degree of choice is still afforded the British player in where to allocate their reinforcements 

but it is not as wildly unconstrained as other similar systems. 

At the beginning of the game the German player has a large preponderance in artillery and 

well-equipped Stormtroopers which is represented by the greater number of two-step 

counters. As the battle continues these assets are degraded and the German player will have 

to think carefully about allocation of Replenishment Points. Technically the German player 

can reinforce as many areas of the frontline as they’d like to every turn. This is kept in check 

by the Victory Point conditions which have the number of Replenishment points applied at 

the end of the game as a negative modifier on the amount of territory that the German side 

has captured.  
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 Dunnigan, Jim, (1976) Panzergruppe Guderian, New York: SPI and Pinsky, Larry and Shaw, Thomas N., 

(1965), The Battle of the Bulge, Renton: Avalon Hill 
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Reflective Essay: 

Words: 1, 496 

The process of designing Fog on the Somme has taught me a great deal that is not covered by 

conventional accounts of Operation Michael. Designing and playtesting a simulation on the 

battle has been invaluable in demonstrating why both armies acted the way that they did 

between the 21
st
 March and early April. This has been encouraged by approaching the study 

of the battle from a different angle of why exactly the battle panned out the way that it did. 

Conflict simulation is the ideal vehicle to do this. Fog on the Somme have given me very 

interesting insights into the geography of the battlefield, the role of the RFC in the wider 

battle and has provided a useful tool into understanding the constraints and difficulties of 

decisive battles in the First World War. Together, these have contributed to a much more 

detailed and well-rounded understanding of the battle. 

Studying Operation Michael for the production of a simulation on the battle led me to a 

number of very interesting insights into the geography of the battlefield itself. Often 

traditional accounts focus upon the inevitability of the German advance and the retreat of 

Fifth Army and fail to look at the battlefield itself. When they had sufficient obstacle to 

defend such as the XIX Corps on the River Somme between Ham and Peronne the German 

advance was halted very efficiently. Even within the first few days of the battle the III Corps 

defence of the Crozat Canal was handled well and was able to hold the German 18
th
 Army for 

almost two days at the beginning of the battle. III Corps was only forced to retreat through 

want of troops available for counterattacks against German footholds on Tergnier. The terrain 

is thus a lot more important than traditional histories give it credit for. 

Further insight has been offered of the battlefield by looking at more detailed maps which are 

absolutely necessary to any successful Conflict Simulation. In doing so I realized that Fifth 

Army was, essentially, fighting in the south on a large plain bordered to the north by the river 

Somme and to the south by the Oise. Although some traditional accounts do speak of the 

higher ground to the north which enabled Third Army to perform much better during the 

battle there is certainly not enough emphasis upon the nature of terrain behind the Fifth 

Army. Although there are a few areas of higher ground such as to the West of Tergnier for 

the most part it is about 30 miles of very flat terrain. This further reinforces the importance of 

the Canals and waterways. It is has given me some valuable insight into why the British had 

to retreat so far. With such a large area of very flat terrain and the main areas amenable to 

strong defence being the canals and waterways once these valuable features fall, or are 

outflanked, as was common in Michael then there is very little ground on which the Fifth 

Army could make a stand. Although it is often acknowledged in the literature that Fifth Army 

was weaker in manpower than other armies these accounts do not point out the lack of 

defensible terrain that Fifth Army would have to retreat over. It is no coincidence that the 

place that the German Offensive ground to a halt was on two rivers; the River Ancre in the 

South and the river Avre in the North. In studying the reasons and dynamics of the battle it 

has given me cause to think of the very real problems and difficulties of the terrain that the 

armies were fighting over. Although this is discussed in several books on the battle these 

accounts often fail to realize just how detrimental terrain in the south was to defence. 

Designing Fog on the Somme has also been of great help in giving me a greater 

understanding of one of the principle aspects of Michael which I hoped to model: airpower. I 

did not want to model airpower in isolation of other elements but wanted to frame it within 

the larger struggle. In the course of this process I have gained a much wider and nuanced 
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opinion of where both forces airpower, especially their efforts in ground attack, fit into the 

wider battle. Several traditional narratives focussing upon the Royal Flying Corps place their 

ground attack efforts front and centre in accounts of Operation Michael but wider-ranging 

narratives such as Kitchen’s or Zabecki’s works acknowledge airpowers importance but 

barely cover it. Kitchen’s work, especially, cites airpower as one of the most important 

reasons for the failure of the German Spring Offensives then fails to explore it in any great 

depth. 

Designing this simulation, then, has helped me to place the RFC into the wider battle and 

understand the impact their efforts had upon the wider battle. This has proved a very useful 

lesson both in demonstrating the limits of traditional historiography, especially when it comes 

to studying airpower in a wider operational context, but also in placing the role of airpower 

into the battle and studying the impact, and lack of impact, it could exert. While it has proved 

quite a challenge both devising an appropriate system that properly reflects the role of 

airpower – something that other Simulations either fail, or don’t bother, to understand it has 

broadened and enriched my understanding of an extremely crucial time for the development 

of the employment of airpower in an operational and not tactical context.   

Something else that has been demonstrated through the design process is the difficulties of 

gaining that decisive “breakthrough” into open country that is often a prominent feature of 

narratives on Operation Michael and of First World War combat. Designing Fog on the 

Somme has made me realize why such a breakthrough was unrealistic. Even with a British 

Army that had taken heavy punishment in the opening days of the battle the line was able to 

maintain itself. Even in situations during playtesting where the V Corps is encircled and 

destroyed in the opening phases of the battle German mobility is never enough to capitalise 

on gaps and force their way through to cause a calamity for the rest of the British Army. 

Studying the difficulty which the German had in translating their initial success into 

something that would become more long-lasting has given an interesting contrast against the 

rolling Allied offensives of the last months of the war whereby offensives were carried out 

for a few days before shifting to another axis on the front once the realistic limit of advance 

had been reached. Designing Fog on the Somme has shown some very interesting parallels 

with later Allied offensives with huge initial success that slowly peters out as reinforcements 

arrive to bolster the line and the attackers become exhausted. Thus in Michael the line moves 

a significant amount of space but never buckles and German attempts to split the British and 

French armies come to nought. Although it is a common theme, then, the process of 

designing Fog on the Somme has proved itself a very interesting visual learning tool in 

understanding why a big decisive battle such as Operation Michael designed for grand 

strategic goals was never going to succeed. 

Even for such a widely studied battle, then, designing a simulation on Operation Michael has 

revealed a great deal more insights when approaching it from a different research direction. 

One that doesn’t just explore what happened, although this is obviously important, but why it 

happened and how the entire engagement fits together. This change of perspective has been 

very important especially in understanding more about the terrain on which the Fifth Army 

retreated over; and why this retreat was so extensive. Similarly, the development of a conflict 

simulation has also offered the chance to create an, admittedly fairly heavily abstracted, 

model of both forces that took part and how their attendant airpower fit into the wider battle. 

The development of an integrated air and land battleground has been a most interesting 

exercise and one that many published wargames of the period tend to forego focussed, as they 

are, upon the minutiae of logistics and tactical employment of individual units. By painting a 

wider picture of the entire engagement a valuable interpretation of the dynamic between air 
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and ground forces has been created. The creation of such a decision game has given new 

perspectives on the wider prosecution of the battle and also the environment in which the 

battle was fought and how this environment significantly affected the battles outcome. 

Something that traditional historical narratives have often not understood completely and that 

has sometimes hindered their explanations of the battle. Although a steep learning curve has 

been involved and the development of the simulation itself has been time consuming this has 

clearly been a worthwhile endeavour and one that has revealed new perspectives on 

Operation Michael to me. I will certainly be utilizing many of these research approaches and 

philosophies in future research projects. 


